M30 REPLACEMENT ENDOuro BEARINGS

IMPORTANT: You are required to use proper bearing installation/removal tools to pull/press these bearings into a Praxis bottom bracket. Failing to use correct tools can and will damage your new bearings and/or your BB and void your warranty.

We highly suggest using Enduro's bearing removal/press tool kits or similar shop level bearing tool kit. Do NOT attempt to replace bearings without the correct bearing tools.

*If you do not have the correct tools, please take your bike to your local bike shop for bearing replacement!*

PRAXIS M30 BEARING GUIDE | M30 BEARING KIT FOR:
BSA 68-0201B | BB30/PF30 68-4001R | BB30/PF30 73-4001R
386EVO 86-6001 | BBright 79-4001R | T47 E.B. 47-0000 | T47 I.B. 47-8000